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some difficulties. In many fields, for instance
in robotics, the precision we have on our iniIntroduction
tial condition can be limited, thus the need
A Lie group [4] is both an abstract and a of a tool for parameter estimation with larger
smooth n-dimensional manifold so that multi- initial boxes [3].
plication and the inverse are both smooth. Lie
groups have been introduced to model the continuous symmetries of differential equations.
They are widely used for their resolution. The
main idea of the new approach presented in
this paper is to take advantage of the symmetries of the problem to extend one solution to
get all other solutions.
Our main contribution is to show that
the use of Lie symmetries can be combined
with interval based methods to propagate uncertainties through differential equations [1].
More precisely, we will compute an enclosure
of the solution to a differential equation assuming that the initial state is inside a box
which may be large. The proposed method
will be compared to existing methods such as
CAPD [5] or DynIbex [2]. Some test-cases related to robotic applications illustrate the efficiency of our approach.

Our approach
Similarly to the variation of parameter
method of Laplace, where one looks for a general solution knowing a particular solution of
the differential equation, our method consists
in first calculating precisely a trajectory using
an integration tool such as CAPD or DynIbex
applied with a given precise point as initial
condition. We call this trajectory the reference (in red on Figure 1). Using the symmetries of the problem, we are able to calculate
the solution for a different initial condition at
a given time. We are able to do so without
the need of applying conventional integration
techniques i.e calculating each step, hence saving computation time.

Problem
Most dynamical systems can be represented
with a state equation such as ẋ = f (x). When
it is not possible to find an analytic solution for our equation we need an integration
scheme to determine our solution. Conventional guaranteed interval integration libraries
such as DynIbex or CAPD are able to compute a guaranteed solution without requiring
much computing time when the initial condition is well described. However for some spe-

Figure 1: Integration principle illustration

Results
Consider the system following the equations
below:
(
x˙1 = −x31 − x1 x22 + x1 − x2
x˙2 = −x32 − x21 x2 + x1 + x2
1
and an initial condition a0 = 2 . We use
0
a conventional guaranteed integration library
to compute the trajectory associated with this
system. Then we compare our approach to the
result given by CAPD for an initial condition


[0.4, 0.6]
[a0 ] =
[−0.1, 0.1]
represented in red in Figure 2 and Figure 3.
As shown in Figure 3 we observe a bloating
effect when using conventional interval integration method, in this case CAPD, the computation stops after a time t = 0.76s because
of the bloating effect. The approach presented
in this paper is robust to the increase of the
interval size as initial condition and is able
to carry out the integration until the end set
(here 7 seconds).

Figure 3: Integration using CAPD only
represented in blue on Figure 2. As we are
only computing on points as initial condition
it is possible to use CAPD for our particle
cloud. We compared the computing time and
as expected our approach achieves much better results on the computation time aspect
compared to CAPD. It takes 297ms with our
method and 92811ms using CAPD on an Intel Core I7-5700HQ @ 2.7GHz and 16GB of
ram . This was expected as we don’t need to
calculate each step of the integration process
but only the transformation for time step(s)
enclosing our desired time slot.
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Figure 2: Integration using Lie symmetries
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